Restaurants and Cafés
Alentejo
Campo Maior
A Muralha

Cervejaria Primavera

Address: Avenida dos Combatentes da Grande Guerra,
7370-075 Campo Maior
Telephone: +351 268 680 040

Address: Rua 1.º de Maio, 10-A

E-mail: recepcao.hotelsb@grupo-nabeiro.pt

Timetable and reservations:
Reservations:: Recommended;
Characteristics and Services:
Capacity: 40; Reserved area for non-smokers;

Timetable and reservations:
12.30pm – 3.30pm; 7.30pm – 10.30pm
Closing Day(s): Sunday at dinnertime ;
Other informations:
Emblematic Dish
Bacalhau dourado, a dish that is becoming more and more
popular in this border region of Alentejo, a dish that seduces the
inhabitants from both sides of the border.
Added Value
The products from the companies that form the Grupo Nabeiro,
to which the Restaurant belongs should be noted: olive oil,
olives, aromatic herbs, wines and sparkling wines from Adega
Mayor and Delta coffee.
Payments:
Credit cards accepted; Target price: $$$ (20€ - 30€);
Characteristics and Services:
Capacity: 70 pessoas; Outdoor parking;
Accessibility:
Disabled access;

7370-027 Campo Maior

Telephone: +351 268 689 285

Part of the Santa Beatriz Hotel which is a result of the complete
refurbishment of an old Inn in the centre of Campo Maior,
promoted by the Grupo Nabeiro, the restaurant Muralhas has its
roots in the famous ApertAzeite, from where the kitchen and
dining room teams, as well as the concept, came from, all based
on the cuisine of this region. One might say that ApertAzeite
changed its name and place, adopting the new one from the
previous gastronomic area of the Hotel where it is now located. It
has a big bright comfortable room with a wooden floor, large
windows, upholstered chairs and big tables with elegant table
runners, inviting you to enjoy a nice meal in nice company.
The Menu is long and is worthy of our attention right from its first
item, the couvert with olives from Campo Maior and a taste of
the high quality olive oils from Adega Mayor. To follow, as a
starter, there are many interesting options such as scrambled
eggs with wild asparagus or pig’s trotter’s in coriander sauce; for
soup, tomato or dogfish soup; bacalhau dourado”, dogfish in
coriander sauce, Alentejo pork shoulder steaks sautéed or grilled
and grilled or breaded lamb chops with dried oregano as a main
dish; sericaia with olive oil ice cream and other desserts, all
homemade (from Monday to Friday there is a daily buffet, with
set price and more affordable that includes soup, main dish and
pudding). Most wines are from Adega Mayor plus one or two
other types of wine from other regions, such as the “vinho
verde”. The service is competent, friendly and professional.

Restaurante Faisão
Address: Rua 1º de Maio, 19

7370-027 Campo Maior

Telephone: +351 268 686 139
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Timetable and reservations:
Reservations:: Recommended; open everyday ;
Payments:
Credit cards accepted;
Characteristics and Services:
Air conditioning; Capacity: 100; Reserved area for non-smokers;
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